FUJIFILM LTO TAPE HEALTH CHECK SERVICES
"LTO Tape - Health Check Program" service is a tool designed for end users to quickly identify
potential issues within a tape backup system, which reinforces the confidence in longevity &
reliability of their tape based assets.
As you will agree, in today's information society, enterprises must consider how to make their datatape backup systems more reliable and secure. Till now, there has been no real way of assessing the
condition of backup tapes, so users have been at risk of unavoidable backup troubles.
Fujifilm entrusts its position of being a strong and undisputedly a leading manufacturer of Recording
Media tapes by continuing to invest nearly $4 million dollars every day in research and development,
using its enormous library of proprietary chemistry and advanced thin-film engineering expertise to
create new products and advance existing businesses as customer needs evolve. "LTO Tape - Health
Check Program" is result of one such effort made by Fujifilm based on customer feedback.

Please find below the key features and benefits of this Program for your kind perusal:

a) This service enables you to realize media health check with no risk to leak confidential information.

b) It avoids any kind of unexpected disaster due to "Sudden death" of a LTO tape, and helps end user
to take precautionary step as we trust the biggest concern any IT Manager has today is the "Sudden
death" of tape.

c) This service ensures the cause of reason for a "Media Error" and helps you narrow down the
possible cause of Error, as normally everyone assume that only media is at fault and ignore the
possibility of various other reasons leading to "Media Error" apart from the media.

d) Since DC Analyser software has been developed based on Fujifilm's abundant experiences and
knowledge as media manufacturer for long period of time, it enables to make more accurate and
reliable diagnostic with plain and easily understandable message. Thus, by utilizing this service, one
is less likely to suffer troubles such as unexpected data-loss

f) A scheduled check on the set of tapes already in the back up cycle will help you access the
reliability and condition of the tape, so that you can decide on further use of the tape and plan your
tape procurement.

e) This service is offered quickly & easily on-site and thus avoids going through the security hassles
of getting the media out of the campus.
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